iCloud Accelerates Performance in Healthcare Improving
Patient Communication and Care
Simple, Secure and Internet Accessible Medical Imaging

iCloud Inc. provides anywhere on-demand access to medical imagesthrough a standard web browser decreasing turnaround times, improving
workflowand increasing efficiency throughout healthcare. Previously only large medicalcenters were able to benefit from Picture Archiving and
Communication Systems(PACS) while incurring high upfront and ongoing costs associated withimplementation, ongoing support and licensing fees.
State-of-the-art medical imaging iCloud WebPACSoffers new clinical possibilities through a digital imagingturnkey solution for all modalities with a full
suite of image interpretation,management and billing tools allowing faster and more accurate diagnosis.
iCloudoffers healthcare facilities,private practices, care givers and remote destinations regardless of their size rich representation to medical
scansincluding x-rays, large computed tomography (CT) files, ultrasound, andmagnetic resonance (MRI) exams. A unique, digital turnkey solution
capable ofmultiple imaging modalities through a versatile and economically viable Software-as-a-Service/CloudPACS, provides healthcare
professionals with the information they need to make informedpatient care choices. Through thedigital communication device you use every day, you
have access to your images andnever lose important records or require reimaging again. With no capitalequipment required, no software downloads
or maintenance required, managingyour diagnostic images and reports has never been so simple.
iCloud offers immediate, remoteaccess and advanced visualization to your digital medical images accessibleanywhere you have an internet
connection. iCloud WebPACSmakes it easy to setup, view and manage patient reports andimages all in one place; Vendor neutral capabilities enable
interface withother PACS providers streamlining workflow throughout healthcareglobally.
Cloudcomputing provides a new way to communicate changing the way businesses arerun. Instead of running everything yourself, you are able to
plug in,like a utility. For healthcare, iCloud decreases turnaround times,improves workflow and increases efficiency and accuracy through a scalable
andsecure solution that assists in streamlining healthcare. Automation plays arole in keeping costs down and increasing efficiency helping healthcare
providersremain competitive while enhancing patient care.
About iCloudInc.
Foundedin 2000, iCloud Inc. offers high performing automated cost-effective cloudcomputing and on-demand IT solutions. Healthcare providers,
government, businessesand consumers can access their information globally through a standard webbrowser providing the information needed to
make informed decisions. iCloud ispassionate about the value intelligent cloud technology excellence andinnovation brings keeping information safe,
secure and internetaccessible. For more information, visitwww.i-cloudinc.com
To participate in aFREE LIVE TRIAL with the opportunity to view youre your own medical images,evaluate the diagnostic tools and experience our
user-friendly technology,visit: http://i-cloudinc.com/contact.html
GO CLOUD Giveaway
BECOME AN iCloud WebPACS, iCloud DOCS OR iCloudXchange CUSTOMERIN 2011; RECEIVE A SMART PHONE, MOBILE COMPUTER OR
PDA.*Officialrules: http://www.i-cloudinc.com/gocloud.pdf
Contact:iCloud, Inc. Tel:817-400-6403, info@i-cloudinc.com
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